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Abstract—This paper presents a detailed simulation study
of an automated robotic photogrammetric camera calibration
system. The system performance was tested for sensitivity with
regard to noise in the robot movement, camera mounting and
image processing of the light sources. Real world applicability
of the calibrations are assessed by quantifying the accuracy with
which they generate a photogrammetric stitched panorama.

It was found that system performance is robust in the presence
of noise, with the focal length accuracy being a prime determinant
in over all calibration accuracy and stitching performance.

I. INTRODUCTION

This paper investigates the suitability of using a robot arm
to calibrate a camera for use in real-time photogrammetric
stitching via means of simulation. Such a calibration procedure
would allow automated and adaptable calibration procedures
for a variety of cameras [1]. Section I-A provides more detail
on robotic camera calibration. Photogrammetric stitching is
useful in a number of applications ranging from surveillance
through navigation, it is discussed in more detail in Section
I-B.

A. Robotic camera calibration

Photogrammetric camera calibration is the determination
of camera parameters such that the pixel coordinates corre-
sponding to an object in the world coordinate frame can be
found and, conversely, a vector in the world coordinate frame
corresponding to a pixel coordinate can be sought. Specifically
the following parameters are sought:

1) Distorted to Undistorted (DU) pixel domain mapping.
2) Undistorted to Distorted (UD) pixel domain mapping.
3) Camera focal length.
4) Pixel dimensions.
5) Pixel skewness.
6) Camera principle point.
7) Camera 6 Degree of Freedom (DOF) position, here-

after called the pose, of the camera in world coordi-
nates.

It is common to use a checker board or other regular grid
of lines or circles as an optical reference to calibrate a
camera. Examples include the popular Open Computer Vision
(OpenCV) [2] and California Institute of Technology [3]
calibration toolboxes as well as numerous academic articles,
for example [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10].

All of these systems translate poorly to cameras of other
sensitivity spectra, and may require multiple targets for cam-
eras of different fields of view (FOV) and resolution [11].
The calibrations are also not always repeatable as there is
often a human component. Therefore much work has been
done to automate the calibration process and make it robust to
changes of cameras. Examples include Peters et al. [12] work
on automatic stereo calibration and de Villiers’ single camera
system [1], [11]. The latter is applicable to any number of
cameras regardless of the amount of overlap in their FOVs
and provides all the required parameters listed above.

The modelling and simulation performed in this work
is based on the second system. The details of the camera
calibration are covered in the patent [1] and are only described
here at a high level to provide context.

A robot arm is mounted on an optical table. On the end
of the robot arm is mounted a light source (LS) which can
be removed and replaced with high precision. This facilitates
swapping LSs for different camera sensitivity spectra. The
camera that will be calibrated is then placed on a highly
repeatable mount looking at the robot and its LS. The robot
is commanded through a sequence of discrete positions, to
emulate either a 2D grid or other pattern depending on the
exact calibration parameter being measured. At each point in
the movement sequence an image of the LS is captured and
processed to find the pixel position of the centre of the LS.
This centre position and the pose of the robot are recorded.
After completion of the movement sequence the robot poses
and LS pixel positions are processed to determine the camera
parameter being measured. Some of the calibration require the
camera to capture a movement sequence from several different
mounting locations whose relative poses are known.

B. Photogrammetric stitching

Photogrammetric stitching is the process of creating a
panorama from an array of images without using their image
content. This is performed by making use the camera’s pho-
togrammetric parameters determined by prior calibration of the
array of cameras. There are several examples of such systems
that seem use such a process including Thales’ Gatekeeper [13]
and Point Grey’s Ladybug family of omnidirectional cam-
eras [14].

Essentially the stitching is performed by hypothesising a
set of points in the real world and then projecting each point
onto each camera’s focal plane (catering for lensing affects)



and combining the resultant pixels from each camera that can
see the current point in question. Mathematical details of how
this is performed are available in literature [15], [16] and are
not repeated here. It has been shown [11] that the system being
simulated [1] in this work is suitable for providing the required
parameters for photogrammetric stitching.

C. Paper organisation

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows: Section
II gives information on the set-up of the simulation and the
noise source and levels that were evaluated as well as the
quantification of the stitch accuracy. The results are provided
in Section III. Finally the work is summarised and the main
findings presented in Section IV.

II. SIMULATION DESIGN

This section describes the workings of the simulation study
undertaken. This involves the creation of synthetically noisy
robot poses and image centroids (described in Section II-A)
according to the specified geometry of the simulation set up.
The calibration and stitching geometries that were simulated
are described in Section II-B. The quantification of the stitch
accuracies is given in Section II-C.

A. Creating synthetic data

In order to create synthetic data it was required to deter-
mine what the possible noise injection points in the system
were. The following three error injection points were identi-
fied:

1) The robot does not move precisely to the pose
requested resulting in an angular and spatial error
between its reported pose and the resultant pose.

2) The camera does not mount perfectly repeatably on
the mounting points, resulting in an angular and
spatial error component of its pose.

3) The centre of the light source in the camera image is
not determined with perfect precision resulting in a
single spatial error.

In this work each of the five noises described above (three
spatial and two angular) were assumed to be independent zero-
mean Gaussian random variables with a specified standard
deviation. The spatial noise values were calculated by taking
a random unit vector uniformly distributed on either a unit
circle (2D pixel error) or unit sphere (3D spatial mount/robot
error) and then scaling it by the appropriate Gaussian random
variable. Angular noise values were obtained by taking a
random 3D unit vector evenly distributed on the unit sphere
and performing a rotation around it. The angle of rotation is
controlled by the appropriate Gaussian variable.

The procedure to determine a set of noisy centroids is then
the following:

1) Determine the noisy pose of the camera w.r.t. the
robot coordinate frame (CF) by adding the camera
offset pose to the mount pose and then adding an
angular and spatial error of specified magnitudes.

2) Set the robot to the ideal pose for the next point in
the movement sequence.

3) Corrupt this pose with angular and spatial noise
with a specified probability density function (PDF)
to simulate the imperfect measurement by the robot
arm of its own pose.

4) Use the noisy robot arm pose and LS spatial offset to
determine the spatial position of the LS in the robot’s
CF.

5) Use the camera extrinsic parameters to determine the
LS translation w.r.t. the camera in the camera’s CF.

6) Use the camera’s intrinsic parameters to project the
LS onto the image plane and convert this to an
undistorted pixel position.

7) Use the UD parameters (or iteratively use the DU
parameters) to determine the distorted position of the
LS in the image.

8) Corrupt this distorted pixel position by adding a 2D
random error with a specified PDF and magnitude.
This is the final output position for that centroid.

9) Go to step 2 and repeat for all required poses of the
robot arm.

B. Physical set-up that was simulated

The physical set-up simulated in this experiment is an
outward staring array of two cameras. The cameras have a
1600×1200 resolution and 5.5µm pixel pitch and a lens with a
4.8mm focal length lens. This gives an approximate horizontal
FOV of 80◦ degrees with the camera splayed in azimuth by 60◦

this gives an overlap of 20◦ and a combined HFOV of 140◦.
The distortion effects were modelled by using a camera and
lens with these characteristics (an Allied Vision Technologies
GE1600 with a Schneider Cinegon 4.8mm lens) and capturing
a 6141 (69 × 89) point grid with 5mm spacing and fitting
an extremely high order (10 radial and 5 tangential terms)
Brown distortion model [17], [18] in the DU direction using the
techniques specified by de Villiers et al. [19], [20]. Numerical
refinement was then used to find the correct distorted pixel
position that would yield the desired undistorted pixel position.
This was done because it is more accurate (albeit slower)
than fitting a UD model. Additionally a 10 radial, 5 tangential
Brown model while arduously slow to fit and use is able to
retain the complexities that the 5 radial, 3 tangential Brown
models used elsewhere in this work cannot. This simulates the
residual distortion error that is apparent after lens distortion
correction.

The multi-geometry stitching technique described in [16]
was used with a radius of 300m and a horizontal stitch plane
20 meters below the cameras. Even this elementary two camera
configuration requires 66 extrinsic parameters that cannot be
directly obtained from the camera and lens data sheets. There
are 33 per camera consisting of 10 DU parameters (5 radial, 3
tangential and an optimal distortion centre for a Brown), 10 UD
parameters, the focal length, and the camera pose expressed
in two 6 DOF poses as camera w.r.t. mount and mount w.r.t.
reference. This separation of the extrinsic parameters (SEP)
is to aide logistics and maintenance of deployed systems by
replacing a faulty camera without re-calibration of the entire
system.

The ranges for the noise values are based on the physical
system which uses an ABB IRB120 robot arm and Newport
M-BK-2A kinematic mounts for the cameras. The values are



TABLE I. SIMULATION ERROR RANGES

Error Unit Minimum Maximum
Unknown robot spatial µm 0 100
Unknown robot angular µRad 0 2

Camera robot spatial µm 0 100
Camera robot angular µRad 0 2

LED centroid error pix 0 0.5

presented in Table I and represent values up to triple the
expected errors.

Initial testing and development was performed on a lap-
top with an Intel i7-740qm CPU. This CPU has 4 hyper-
threaded cores, effectively providing 8 cores for processing.
The simulation and calibration algorithms were implemented
in a multi-threaded fashion to take maximal advantage of
available processing power. On the development machine the
best case simulation time observed was 3 minutes and the
worst case was 12 minutes. Since at least 10 simulations
per combination of noise inputs was required, the processing
time became unfeasible if all combinations of noise inputs
were to be considered. For instance testing 10 noise levels
per noise source would take 10 × 12 × 105 minutes which
is 22.8 years. Using more powerful processors (the i7-740qm
has a benchmark of 3241 [21] versus over 17000 for the latest
CPUs [21]) or multiple processors would mitigate these effects
somewhat but not enough to make a fully connected analysis
feasible. It was therefore decided to test each noise source
independently of the others by keeping the sources that were
not being considered at zero. Five steps for the angular noise
inputs and six for the spatial errors over the ranges specified
in Table I were simulated.

C. Stitching accuracy measure

For each simulation run it was required to quantify how
accurately those cameras’ outputs would be stitched together
using the simulation-determined calibration parameters. This
was done by considering a set of points on the stitch surface
and comparing the pixel positions that correspond to each point
for a perfect calibration and for the simulated calibration. In
this case the perfect calibration, both intrinsic and extrinsic
parameters, was known as it was used to create the synthetic

TABLE II. SIMULATION CALIBRATION ACCURACY MEASURES.

Calibration Description of measures
DU Residual RMS distortion in pixels.
UD Residual RMS distortion in pixels.

Focal Length Error between determined and theoretical
focal lengths in mm.

SEP
Angular and spatial errors between the

determined and theoretical camera offsets
in degrees and millimetres.

Mount 1 pose
Angular and spatial errors between the
determined and theoretical mount poses

in degrees and millimetres.

Mount 2 pose
Angular and spatial errors between the
determined and theoretical mount poses

in degrees and millimetres.

data (see Section II-A) that was used to simulate the robotic
camera calibration system [1]. The error measured was the
RMS error between the perfect and simulated pixel positions
calculated over the entire stitching surface and both cameras.
Equation 1 states this mathematically:

Estitch =

√√√√√ 1

wΣ

 αN∑
α=α0

βN∑
β=β0

N−1∑
i=0

(
‖δP̄i(α, β)‖2wα,β,i

)
(1)

where:
Estitch = the simulation stitch error,
wΣ = the sum of the binary weights,

=

αmax∑
α=αmin

βmax∑
β=βmin

N−1∑
i=0

wα,β,i

(α, β) = azimuth and elevation of current stitch vector,
[α0, αN ] = the azimuth range of the stitch,
[β0, βN ] = the elevation range of the stitch,

N = number of cameras being involved in stitch,
δP̄i(α, β) = P̄i(α, β)− P̄ ′i (α, β)

P̄i(α, β) = camera i’s image coordinate for current stitch
vector using simulated calibration as per [16],

P̄ ′i (α, β) = camera i’s image coordinate for current stitch
vector using perfect calibration as per [16],

wα,β,i = binary weighting for points in camera i’s FOV,

=

 1 if P̄ ′i (α, β).h ∈ (0, Rih) and
P̄ ′i (α, β).v ∈ (0, Riv)

0 otherwise
, and

(Rih, R
i
v) = the resolution of camera i.

In addition to the stitch accuracy there are the errors returned
by the camera calibration routines, these are summarised in
Table II.

III. RESULTS

This section presents the results of the simulation study of
stitching accuracy w.r.t. the identified noise sources. In total 28
different noise combinations were tested, with 10 simulations
per sample over the ranges specified in Table I. The resultant
distributions of stitching accuracies as a function of noise
source and noise magnitude are given in Tables III through VII.
The distributions are also displayed via box plots in Figures
1 through 3. The boxes in these plots extend from the 25th to
the 75th percentiles with the median drawn too. The whiskers
extend to one standard deviation of the mean, which is plotted
in red over the box plots.

A review of these tables and figures show that the effect
of increasing the error in the ranges tested is minimal. This
is unsurprising as the calibration routines make use of the
Leapfrog algorithm [22] to fit the optimal parameters, precisely
because it is known to be robust to noise. It is worth recalling
that the pixel error in this case is in the raw camera domain
and not that of the panorama, this means that these errors may
not be discernible in the stitched panorama.



TABLE III. ROBOT ANGULAR MOVEMENT ERROR EFFECTS ON
STITCHING ACCURACY.

Angular noise
(µRad)

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0
Minimum 0.64 0.66 0.63 0.56 0.58

Mean 9.25 9.78 6.60 8.63 5.06
St. Dev. 7.72 8.90 7.37 8.34 5.57

TABLE IV. ROBOT TRANSLATION MOVEMENT ERROR EFFECTS ON
STITCHING ACCURACY.

Translation noise
(µm)

0 20 40 60 80 100
Minimum 0.64 0.63 0.77 0.57 0.97 0.72

Mean 9.25 8.88 8.97 11.81 8.20 12.67
St. Dev. 7.72 8.11 7.47 8.57 6.88 7.58

TABLE V. CAMERA MOUNTING POSE ANGULAR UNCERTAINTY
EFFECT ON STITCH ACCURACY.

Mount Angular Noise
(µRad)

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0
Minimum 0.64 0.63 1.18 0.67 6.08

Mean 9.25 5.90 13.18 9.81 13.94
St. Dev. 7.72 7.60 7.48 7.48 5.82

TABLE VI. CAMERA MOUNTING POSE TRANSLATION UNCERTAINTY
EFFECT ON STITCH ACCURACY.

Mount Translation Noise
(µm)

0 20 40 60 80 100
Minimum 0.64 1.20 0.54 0.58 0.56 1.01

Mean 9.25 7.70 6.21 5.97 5.81 11.62
St. Dev. 7.72 6.39 8.25 7.25 7.39 7.55

TABLE VII. CENTROID ERROR EFFECTS ON STITCH ACCURACY.

Centroid Noise
(pix)

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
Minimum 0.64 0.56 1.04 0.99 0.96 1.05

Mean 9.25 8.25 12.71 13.25 11.14 7.92
St. Dev. 7.72 6.21 8.92 6.84 7.68 7.92

What is not apparent from Tables III through VII and Fig-
ures 1 through 3 is why many of the stitch accuracies had poor
results of more than 10 pixels. In all circumstances accuracies
of around 20 pixels were obtained which is approximately
1.3◦ of error for the cameras simulated. Further analysis of
the returned calibration accuracies listed in Table II was then
performed.

Figures 4 and 5 show the global distributions of the pa-
rameters listed in Table II and the stitching error as calculated
over the entire simulation.

The results of the 220 simulations were processed to
determine the correlations between the parameters listed in
Table II. The correlations of each parameter to the noise
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Fig. 1. Stitching error due to robot movement errors.

sources were only performed over the 50 or 60 values where
that noise source was evaluated as it was clamped to zero for
the other simulations. The correlations between the parameters
are given in Table VIII. For legibility, only the upper right
portion of the symmetrical table is populated. The redundant
portion of the table showing the correlations between the
(independent) noise inputs has also been removed.

Table VIII provides insight into the workings and co-
dependencies of [1]. The robot angular noise values seem,
in the ranges tested, to have little effect on the calibrations.
The spatial robot errors have a much larger effect particularly
on the DU calibration, which is also strongly dependent on
the centroid error and to a lesser degree the mount translation
error.

The mounting angular error has no effect on either of the
distortion calibrations, which is expected as the angle from
which an LED grid is viewed does not alter the co-linearity
of the points in free space, which is the metric used for the
distortion modelling. It is also the only noise source to have
any noticeable direct effect on the stitch accuracy.

The stitch accuracy is strongly dependent on the deter-
mination of the poses of the camera’s mounting points with
correlations ranging from 0.80 to 0.97. This is intuitive as any
error in the camera pose immediately affects all the pixels
for that camera. The stitch accuracy is more dependent on
the angular component of the mount pose than the spatial,



TABLE VIII. SIMULATION PARAMETER CORRELATIONS

Parameter 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
1 Robot Angular Noise -0.11 0.05 -0.16 -0.24 -0.22 -0.22 -0.28 -0.23 -0.28 -0.18
2 Robot Translation Noise 0.58 -0.20 0.10 0.17 0.08 0.16 0.10 0.14 0.06 0.12
3 Mount Angular Noise 0.01 0.06 0.26 0.23 0.21 0.24 0.20 0.23 0.20 0.25
4 Mount Translation Noise 0.27 -0.20 0.01 0.01 -0.03 0.04 -0.05 0.01 -0.07 0.04
5 Centroid Noise 0.55 -0.08 0.00 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.18 0.03 0.17 0.02
6 DU Error - -0.87 -0.15 0.20 -0.05 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.03 -0.05
7 UD Err - 0.46 0.06 0.33 0.18 0.13 0.18 0.22 0.37
8 Focal Error - 0.84 0.92 0.93 0.75 0.91 0.77 0.99
9 SEP Angular Error - 0.96 0.98 0.92 0.99 0.89 0.90

10 SEP Translation Error - 0.97 0.91 0.98 0.91 0.95
11 Mount 1 Angular Error - 0.89 1.00 0.87 0.97
12 Mount 1 Translation Error - 0.91 0.99 0.80
13 Mount 2 Angular Error - 0.90 0.95
14 Mount 2 Translation Error - 0.81
15 Stitch Error -
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Fig. 2. Stitching error due to mounting errors.

which is to be expected as the stitch surface is many orders of
magnitude further away from the cameras than they are from
each other.

It is unsurprising then that the stitch accuracy is also
strongly correlated (0.90 to 0.95) with the SEP calibration
accuracy. This is because the SEP accuracy directly affects the
accuracy with which the camera mounting points are known.
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Fig. 3. Stitching error due to pixel centroid error.
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Indeed the correlation between the mounting point accuracies
and the SEP calibration ranges are all above 0.97 for the
mounting point orientations and above 0.83 for the mounting
point translations.

The stitch accuracy, mount pose determination and the
SEP are all strongly dependent on the focal length. The
correlations for the mounting point spatial accuracies are 0.75
and 0.77. This dependence increases to approximately 0.90 for
the angular components and 0.84 to 0.92 for the SEP. The stitch
accuracy has a correlation of 0.99 with the focal length! This is
the core finding of the simulation analysis, the surprising ripple
effect that the focal length has on subsequent calibrations and
on applications using the calibrations.

The focal length error only shows dependence on the UD
calibration accuracy (correlation of 0.46) and slight depen-
dence on the mounting angular error (0.25). This is due to
it requiring the camera to be remounted four times. The focal
length’s dependence on the DU calibration is -0.15. Further
analysis of why the determined focal length is required.

The UD calibration is strongly linked to the DU calibration
with a correlation of -0.87. This negative relationship is
unsurprising as the number of parameters used for both DU
and UD calibrations were the same and it has previously been
shown [15] that UD is more complex than DU and requires
more parameters.

The weak direct dependence of all the calibrations other
than UD on the DU results is initially surprising until one
considers the highly non-linear nature of all the calibrations.
Each calibration does show strong dependence on the calibra-
tion performed immediately prior to it. It is also worth noting
that the majority of resultant DU errors are better than a half
a pixel RMS over the camera FOVs as evidenced by Figure 4.
It is possible that at higher levels of residual distortion error
stronger relationships will become apparent.

IV. CONCLUSION

A complete robotic arm based photogrammetric camera
calibration system was simulated. The image coordinates of
the calibration light source that a camera would observe were
synthesised based on the relative poses of the camera and robot
after noise had been added to each of them. These calibra-
tion parameters were then used to determine how accurately
photogrammetric stitching could be implemented. A sweep
through the range for each noise source was performed and
the stitching and calibration errors assessed.

It was found that the stitching performance was robust
to all the noise inputs. The error in determined focal length
was found to be the primary factor causing the the extrinsic
calibrations to have poor accuracies. These in turn directly
caused poor stitching accuracies. These findings correlate well
with observations of the physical system [1], further work is
required to quantify and verify this observation. Further work
regarding focal length calibration is required.
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